2009 Mac Pro CPU upgrade (single socket)

Replacing the CPU in the single-socket 2009 Mac Pro is simple with the right know-how and a bit of care.

Written By: Josh Calvetti
INTRODUCTION

Upgrading the CPU in your 2009-2012 Mac Pro is an excellent way to add both performance and value to your Mac Pro. If you have a 2009 model as I do in the guide, you'll need to make sure you update the firmware first so you can use a wider variety of CPU upgrades, which are not only faster but also more efficient and can allow your RAM to work more quickly as well.

A list of compatible CPU upgrades can be found in this MacRumors thread.

PLEASE NOTE: if you have a DUAL PROCESSOR 2009 model, upgrading the CPUs is not as simple as you might think. Due to thermal design back in 2009, Apple opted to use delidded CPUs instead of the standard retail versions. These delidded CPUs are not available for purchase anywhere else, though you can find updated versions on eBay, usually at a fairly large markup. This guide does not cover that process and you should look for more information elsewhere if you are looking to upgrade that model. The 2010 and 2012 updates switched back to standard Xeon chips so you will not need to worry about delidding your replacements.

TOOLS:
- 3mm Hex Key, T-grip (1)
- 9" handle, T grip
- Thermal Grease (1)
Step 1 — Remove the RAM

- While removing the RAM is not entirely necessary, it is a good idea so that you do not damage any of your chips while dealing with the heat sink.

- Pop the tabs on the side and remove each chip individually.
  - Both the tabs and sticks may be stiff; be patient and use care.
Step 2 — Unscrew the heatsink

- Position your wrench in one of the screw holes and start to unscrew each bolt.

- **IMPORTANT:** You must unscrew each screw an equal amount so you are removing the heatsink vertically and not at an angle. You could accidentally damage many of the components underneath the heatsink if you are not careful.

- It may help to count off a number of turns as you're going to ensure that you apply even pressure in removing the heatsink.

- I sharpied a line onto the one side of the handle of my hex key so I could more easily keep track of revolution count.

- It took me about 17 turns on each screw to fully disconnect it, but your count may vary.

- The screws are captive to the heatsink, so do not worry about removing them from the block.

- You should hear a click as the screw pops out of the socket, as the screws are spring loaded.
Step 3 — Remove the heatsink from the tray

- Take care to pull the heatsink up straight off the tray, as there is a fan connector to the right of the CPU and you will need to take care not to bend it.
- The connector is seen in blue in the first picture.
- You will see the old thermal paste on both the CPU and the heatsink; we will remove the old paste before reassembling the tray.
- This is also a great time to dust the tray if you have a can of compressed air. I was surprised just how much dust was present in my heatsink alone!

Step 4 — Clean the thermal paste from the heatsink

- Using a lint free cloth (such as a coffee filter) and high percentage isopropyl alcohol, clean the bottom of the heatpad on the heat sink. It should have a bright sheen to it once you have finished.
- Take care not to bump the thermal sensor (shown in red)
You can also clean the paste from the old processor if you are planning on keeping it—just be very careful.
not to damage the underside of the CPU where the contacts are.

**Step 5 — Replace the processor**

- Carefully lift the arm on the side of the processor and lift it up to release the tray mechanism.

- Remove the old processor carefully by the edges (I had on a pair of latex gloves just as an extra precaution)

- Replace the new processor, taking care to line up the notches, which should go towards the hinge on the CPU cover. The pink arrows in the second image show the placement of the notches.

- Carefully lower the cover and replace the arm. You will feel a bit of spring tension, but it should come down with relative ease.
Step 6 — Add thermal paste

- You'll need to re-apply thermal paste to the new processor. There are many schools of thought on the best way to do this, but I prefer to place a pea-sized dot in the middle of the CPU and let the heatsink spread it out for me.

Step 7 — Replace the heatsink

- Carefully replace the heatsink on top of the processor, taking care to ensure the fan connector is properly connected.

- Begin to screw down the bolts again. You'll want to tighten in the same back and forth pattern to apply equal pressure across the processor.

- **DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN!** It is very important to pay attention to the torque on the screws. Once a screw no longer wants to tighten with ease, back off.
**Step 8 — Replace the RAM**

- Replace the RAM and make sure to seat each stick firmly in its slot.

---

**Step 9 — Replace the tray & boot**

- Replace the tray into your Mac Pro and fire it up! If you've done everything correctly, you should see...
your new processor listed in the About this Mac window.

- If you experience high RPM fans, use a tool like iStat Menus to check the thermal temperatures and sensors. You may need to reset the PRAM or reseat the heatsink. I had no issues booting with mine, but your milage may vary.